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Rct'iMitly two witiely-recognized
committees, namely the UNSCJj\K and BEIR
Corani t tees, h a w reevaluated their
estimates of Kinetic risks from radiation.
'1 hoir -vslincites for gone mutations are
based on two different approaches, one
being the doubling-dose approach and the
oLher being a new direct approach based
on an empirical determination of the
amount of dominant induced damage in the
skeletons of mice in the first generation
following irradiation. The estimates
made by these committees are in reasonably
good agreement and suggest that the
genetic risks from present exposures
resulting from nuclear power production
are snail. o

There is room for much improvement
in the reliability of the risk estimates.
The relatively new approach of measuring
the amount of induced damage to the mouse
skeleton shows great promise of improving
knowledge about how changes in the muta-
tion frequency affect the incidence til
genetic disorders. Such findings may
have considerable influence on genetic
risk estimates for radiation and on |:he
development of risk estimates for otl er
less-well-understood environmental
mutagens.

instead ol on gro.-.s « hrornosorn.-il
tions because the forrvr account for'the
overuhelr^irig majority of the risk in th<-
later generations, and perhnp.-j even in
the fir;-t generation, following increased
exposure^

Mythodsi Used to Ks.tir.ate Risk

The risk estimates for gene imita-
tions, to be presented later, were
derived using either the doubling-dose
approach (also called the relative-
nutation-risk approach) or the direct ,
method of risk estimation. It may be
useful to describe these approaches for
estimating genetic hazard. Since there
are no human data showing that radiation
induces transmitted genetic disorders,
extensive experimentation on laboratory
animals has provided almost all data used
in estimating genetic risk. The UNSCEAR
and BEIR Committees estimated .netic
hazard both for the first generation
following increased exposure and for
genetic equilibrium, which is what occurs
at that time many generations in the
future when, theoretically, a steady-state
would be reached. The UNSCEAR Committee
made a point estimate of risk, such an
estimate being its best guess based on
current knowledge. The BEIR Committee
expressed risk as a range encoapusinft



tion frequency affect the incidence of
genetic disorders. Such findings may
have considerable influence on genetic
risk estimates for radiation and on the
development of risk estir.at.es for other
less-well-understood environmental
mutagens.

Introduction

Much more is known about the genetic
effects of radiation than about those of
any other environmental mutagen. The
acquisition of extensive knowledge about
radiation has provided us with proven
techniques and suggested ways to proceed
in trying to comprehend the extent of
genetic hazards resulting from the multi-
tude of environmental contaminants.
Recent estimates of genetic risk from
radiation have been made by the UNSCEAR
(1) and BEIR (2) Committees. It is
useful to consider what these risks are
perceived to be, how they are estimated,
and some of the advances in knowledge that
3.re. needed in order to improve them.

is will be placed on gene mutations

at that time many generations in the
future when, theoretically, a steady-state
would be reached. The UNSCEAR Coaaiittee
aade s point estimate of risk, such an
estimate being its best guess based on
current knowledge. The BEIR Cowaittee
expressed risk as a range encompassing
the degree of uncertainty Chat it thought
to be reasonable.

The doubling-dose approach is based
on the assumption that radiation only
increases the frequency of mutations of
the same types that occur spontaneously;
that is, the proportion of serious
disorders resulting from total mutations
is considered to be equal for radiation-
induced and spontaneous mutations. The
doubling dose of radiation is that amount
expected to add as many new mutations as
would occur spontaneously. A doubling
of the current incidence would not occur,
however, until the increased exposure had
been continued over enough generations
for a steady state to occur between the
higher mutation frequency and selection,
and even then it would occur for only
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linSse disorders for which there is a
direct relationship between incidence
and the nutation frequency.

Estir.atxs of genetic rink deal with
thousands of different disorders, and
those are grouped into a few different
patterns of inheritance to nuke the
calculations less complex and because a
r.orc sophisticated treatment is not
justified by current knowledge. , The ^
relationship between the incidence and
the nutation frequency differs among the
hundreds of genetic disorders. If, for
oxar.ple, the incidence of a particular
disorder is determined entirely by
balancing selection, it's incidence o
would be independent of the mutation rate,
and, accordingly, it would be said to
have a mutational component of 0% (2) .„
The average nutational component of the
disorders grouped in a given pattern of ft
inheritance is an important parameter inf
estimating genetic risk by the doubling-/'
dose approach. Operationally, if the |
mutational component of a group of I
disorders is 50%, this means that at /the
time when genetic equilibrium is reached,
following continued exposure to a
doubling dose of radiation in each
generation, there would be 50% of a' \ j
doubling of the incidence of that group/
of disorders. Soriie groupings of disQT-fu

derij, such as autosomal dominants,/' have
been assumed to have a mutational/conipo-

Cf

nf 1OOZ- Oi-he>r<s For
nip
tf>r

doubling-dose, mutational component,
and, if anything besides a genetic-
ecjuilibriun estimate is desired,
persistence. Some or all of these
of information coir.o from studies on,-̂
humans, with the crucial1 exctiptĵ ii being
the induced mutation frequency,/which is
needed in order to calculate;/the doubling
dose. Some pf. the above parameters are
not well-known, with the result that
there1 is considerable uncertainty in the
estimates. The .UNSCEARfCommittee
estimated the doubling/dose to be 100 Trad
and the BEIR ConraittGef considered it to
be in the ran^e of 50r250 reni. Data
collected on the survivors of Hiroshima
and Nagasaki, regarding the types of
genetic damage causing death during the
first 17 years oT life,, suggest that
estimates of doubling doses based on
inouse experiments likely overestimate
risk (2).

The direct method of risk estimation,
which is an entirely different approach,
is based on a recent determination, made
by us, of the extent of mutational damage
occurring in the skeletons of the first-
generation offspring of heavily Irra-
diated male mice (3). Only male offspring
derived from irradiated spennatogonia
were examined. Both W. L. Russell (4)
and H. B. Newcotnbe (5) had stressed the
need for more knowledge about the nature
and extent of phenotypic damage caused



or aiaorders. Somm groupings of disor-
ders, such as automomal dominants, have
been assumed to have a mutational compo-
nent of 200%. Others, for example, the
irregularly inherited disorders (UNSCEARrs
congenital anomalies plus anomalies •->,
expressed liter plus constitutional and
degenerative diseases) were assumed to
have a nutaticmal component of 5-50% by
the BEIR Goaaittee and of 5% by the
UNSCEAR Committee. Additional assumptions
about the persistence of these classes of
disorders in the population (that is,
about the rate at which thejj are selected
out of the population) permit derivation
of a first-generation estimate from that
at genetic equilibrium. Since the
exposure levels for which risk is usually
estimated are much' smaller than the
doubling dose is thought to be, the
increased" incidence at genetic equili-
brium, in the risk estimates to be
presented later, is far less than a
doubling of the current incidence.

Thus; in order to make doubling-
dose estimates of genetic risk, it is
necessary to have estimates for each of
the different categories of genetic
disorders regarding current incidence, «• "

and H. B. Newcombe (5) had stressed the
need for more knowledge about the nature
and extent of phenotypic damage caused
by mutations. Our experiment was designed
to help fill this gap in knowledge. At
the present, time, in the absence of data
on this type of mutational damage
fbellowing low-dose-rate exposures, which"^
are of ̂ rnuch greater relevance to risk
estimation, some of the many findings of
W. L. Russell (6, 7) concerning the
induction by radiation of ospecific-locus
mutations have been applied in attempting
to approximate the results expected under
low-level radiation conditions. The
estimate of genetic damage to the skeleton
thereby calculated is then expanded to
what would be expected for all body
systems, and it is restricted to that
morphological damage that would be
expected to result in a serious handicap,
thereby ignoring those anomalies
expected to blend in with normal
variation.

Following a detailed discussion by
V. A. McKusick and myself of the 37
individual mutations found in our Experi-
ment (3), it was concluded that about
1/2 of the dominant skeletal mutations
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that we found would, if they occurred in
humans, result in a serious handicap. (|

The UNSCEAR Comiuittee (1) accepted this
estimate. The BEIR Connnittee (2) felt l!

that the true value vas in the range
from 1/4 to 3/4, which I had suggested
earlier (3).

The UNSCEAR Co—dttee (1) multiplied
the number of dominant skeletal mutations
by 10 to approximate the total number of
dominant rotations affecting at least one
body system. It used the figure of 10
for the following reasons. On the basis
of McKusick's tabulation of > -r.onogehic
disorders in humans, it was found that
74 (or roughly 1/5) of the 328 clinically
important disorders involved the skeleton.,
This would suggest that the number of " //
skeletal mutations should be raultiplitea^
by about five to get the total number
of dominant mutations. However, this
fraction of 1/5 is likely to be too high
as the result of ease of diagnosis of
skeletal defects. It seemed unlikely
that this fraction could be exceedingly
much lower, however, since it is well-
known in humans and in other animals
that many dominant mutations show
pleiotropism and affect more than one
body system. In view of these considera-^
tions and of the opinions of the human
geneticists, C. 0: Carter and V; A.
McKusick, it was felt that the factor
of 10 was reasonable. The BEIR Committee
(2) assumed that the true value was in

Committee estimated that maternal risk ;

would not exceed 44% of the risk in the
male, this percentage being based on a
recent reanalysis of specific-locus •
mutation-rate data by W. L. Russell (8).
The UNSCEAR Committee (1) made no risk
estimate by the direct method for the
female, but it did state that it felt
maternal risk would probably be much
lower .than that in the male. Since the
direct method deals with dominant nuta-
tions, it applies both to autosoraal
dominant and irregularly inherited disor-
ders. Although many of the poorly under-
stood irregularly inherited disorders may
not have dominant inheritance^"only those
that do would be expected to show much of
an increase in incidence in the first
generation following increased radiation
exposure.

UNSCEAR fs>77 and BEIR 1979 Risk Estimates

Tables^I^III summarize the risk
estimates/inade by these two committees
using the approaches described and methods
not described here for estimating risk for
gross chromosomal disorders. The two sets
of, risk estimates are in reasonably good
accord. The two biggest differences
involve the estimates for chromosomal
disorders and irregularly inherited
disorders. The BEIR Committee's estimates
are considerably lower for chromosomal
effects primarily because the committee
did not consider it valid to apply the



MCK.usa.cK, it was reit that tne factor

of 10 was reasonable. The BEIR Committee
(2) assumed that the true value was in
the range of 5 to 15.

The direct method of risk estimation
can, as of now, be applied to only the
first generation because no data of the,
necessary type have been collected
following multigeneration exposures. The
UNSCEAR Committee made first-generation
estimates using both approaches and^ felt
reassured that its estimates must be
reasonably accurate because of their
close agreement. The BEIR Committee
felt no need to continue using the
doubling-dose approach for the first
generation now that the direct method
could be used. It did, however, point
out that there is quite good agreement
between the direct estimate and one that
could be cade for the first generation
using the doubling-dose approach and
applying reasonable estimates of
persistence.

Although no data on the induction of
dominant skeletal mutations have been
collected yet in the female, the BEIR

are considerably lower for chromosomal
effects primarily because the committee
did not consider it valid to apply the
doubling-dose approach to chromosomal '
disorders as the UNSCEAR Committee had
done. UNSCEAR1s^estimates for irregularly
inherited disorders may be considerably
lower than they should be if the BEIR
Committee( is correct in thinking that the
mutational component is possibly as high
as 50%. As mentioned earlier, UNSCEAR-
estimated the mutational component of these
to be 5%. This difference in viewpoint
greatly affects the estimate made since
it concerns the category that constitutes
the great bulk of genetic disorders. ,This
question will be discussed more later.

Genetic Risk of Nuclear Power Production

Since this conference is concerned
with the health effects of energy produc-
tion, it is of interest to calculate what
these,figures indicate the risk to be from
nuclear power production, since this is the
energy source most often associated with
increased radiation exposure. '5 According
to the BEIR Report (2), the estimated aver-
age genetically significant dqse equivalent

i Paul B. Selby
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1 TABLE I

Total Increase in Serious Genetic Disorders Estimated for an
Average Population Exposure of 1 rem per 30-year Generation

Report

Estimate of
current incidence,
per million
liveborn offspring

Effect of 1 rem per
generation, per million
liveborn offspring

1977 UNSCEAR (1)

1979 BEIR (2)

105,100

107,100

First generation

/*22 - 30 in 6)
probably fewer
in p

63 by doubling-
dose approach

5-75

by direct
method

Genetic ^equilibrium

185

60-1100



UNSCEAR
For an

1977 (1)
Average

Estimates
Population

TABLE II

of the Increase
Exposure of 1

in
rem

Serious Genetic Disorders
per 30-year Generation

Classification of
disorders

Estimate of
current incidence,
per million
liveborn offspring

Effect of 1 rad per generation of low-dose,
low-dpse-rate, low-LET irradiation, per
million liveborn offspring

Autosomal
dominant and
X-linked

Irregularly
inherited

Recessive

Chromosomal
aberrations

Total

10,000

90,000

1,100

0

4,000

105,100

First gener-
ation by a

doubling-dose
method

20^|

5
J

t

u

relatively ;=

few

38

63

First gener-
ation by direct
method

20 incj
probably
fewer in o

2-10 in 65 a

probably
fewer in o

22-30 in 6*
probably
fewer in o

Genetic
equilibrium

100

45

very slow
increase

40

185

Paul B. Selby
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TABLE III

BEIR 1979 (2) Estimates of the Increase in Seripus Genetic Disorders
for an Average Population Exposure of 1 rera per 30-year Generation

Classification of
disorders

Estimate of
current incidence,
per million
liveborn offspring

* Effect of 1 rem per' generation per million
liveborn offspring

Autosomal dominant
and X-liaked

Irregularly
inherited

Recessive

Chromosomal
aberrations

Total

icr,ooo

90,000

1,100

6,000

107,100

First generation

5-65

very few, effects
in ,heterozygotes
accounted for in

top row

less than 10a „

5-75

Genetic equilibrium

40-200

20-900

very slow increase

only increases
slightly

60-1100



of Committee feels that it is considerably closer to zero, but one member feels
chat it could be as much as 20.

to the population of the United States of
America resulting from commercial
nuclear power production is less than
1.15 nren per person per year. This
includes less than 1 mrem/person/year
fron environmental releases and 0.15
nreir./person/year from occupational
exposures. For simplicity, the BEIR
Ocmaittee's estimates will be applied to
a hypothetical sicuation in which expo-
sure remains constant at 1.15 mrem/person/
year, an overestimate of current expo-
sure levels, until genetic equilibrium
is established. The continual exposure
to 34.5 mrem in each generation is there-
by estimated to result in an increase of
2-38 seriously handicapped individuals
Der million liveborn. This would be an
increase of less than 0.04% over our
current burden of genetic disorders. It
should be noted that the above calcula-
tion treats the relatively much larger
per person exposure of the occupationally
exposed group as if it were distributed
over the entire population. This simply
means that those who are occupationally
exposed would have a higher proportion
of the 2-38 seriously handicapped
individuals than would the remainder of
the population. (The BEIR Report (2),

in its Note 16, deals in detail with the
complexities of calculating genetic risk
for occupational exposures.)

Of course, if nuclear power produc-
tion is expanded, the risks from nuclear
power will almost certainly increase above
those calculated. Comparison of exposures
from nuclear power with those from other
sources, however, make it appear that a
large increase in nuclear power production
could occur without causing any increase
in our current level of exposure if there
were a slight reduction, for example, in
our present average genetically signifi-
cant exposure from medical and dental
X rays, which currently amounts to 20.4
mrem/person/year (2).

Part of this paper is supposed to
deal with suggestions as to how future
research can improve estimates of genetic
risks from radiation. Although the
considerable uncertainty that still exists
in these estimates is reflected in the
broad range estimate presented by the
BEIR Conmittee, it is apparent that if
nuclear power production is well con-
trolled, genetic risks from it are very
small compared to other risks with which

Paul B. Selby
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our lives are filled. In viev of this,
it would be reasonable to ask if there is
any need to do nore research in order to
decrease the range of uncertainty in
the cenetic risk estimates presented.

,One of the most important reasons
for the continued need" for research on
genetic effects of radiation is that
although the risk estimates rest on
extensive knowledge, there is still much
of great relevance to these estimates
that is not known. Assumptions are
Involved tha,t seem reasonable; however,
should any,be in serious error, the
estimates could be wrong. For example,
it was once assumed that there was no
dose-rate effect and that both sexes
respond equally to the induction of
nutations. Both of these assumptions
have proved to be erroneous, and cor-
recting for them shows that radiation
is only about 1/6 as hazardous in causing
genetic effects as was thought in the
nid-1950fs (9, 6). Fortunately, these
errors led to an overestiaatioh and not
an underestimation of genetic risk.
More assumptions remain that can be
examined.

An additional benefit of further
refining estimates of genetic risk is
that in the process of doing so much
more will be learned about genetic
disorders. Studies on humans of the
etiologies and incidences of disorders

nutation rate. Undoubtedly, many other
, factors than the nutation rate influence

the actual Incidence. Trimble and Doughty
(10), whose cited paper forns the founda-
tion for estimates of the current increase
made by the UNSCEAR and BEIRCommittees,
reported that 2.7Z of liveborn humans
would have a serious handicap of unknown
etiology. As they pointed out, the
estimate for irregularly inherited traits
is a minimal estimate because of the pre-
sence of unrecognized genetic traits
among th? disorders with unknown etiology.

Refinements in estimates of the cur-
rent incidence vi,ll modify risk estinates
made by the doubling-dose approach, but
they will have no influence on estimates
made by the direct method. Estinates of
current incidence serve as a useful basis
of comparison for all risk estimates.

Extrapolation from malformations in
the mouse skeleton (or in some other body
system) to humans, which is one step in
the direct pethod, would be improved by a
better understanding of the genetics of
huaan disorders and by better definition
of where the line should be drawn between
a serious handicap in humans and a slight
handicap considered to be an acceptable
normal variant. Such advances in know-
ledge would also improve estimates made
by the doubling-dose approach.

•j Mutational Component



refining estimates of genetic risk is
that In the process of doing so Much
«ore will be learned about genetic
disorders. Studies on humans of the
etiologies and Incidences of disorders
and experiments on laboratory organisms
on ths induction, nature, and accumula-
tion of genetic effects m y lead to
reductions in the current incidence of
genetic disorders in the human population.
The rest of this paper will discuss some
of the many ways in which future research
might be expected to improve risk
estimates for genetic effects of
radiation.

o <-,
Studies to be Done on Humans

Estimates of the current incidence
of genetic disorders have increased
greatly in the last few decades.
Presumably a major cause of this increase
is merely increasing awareness about
which serious conditions have an important
genetic component. Refinements in disease
registries and increases in knowledge
about the etiology of many disorders
would almost certainly raise estimates
of the current incidence still higher
even in the unlikely event that there
were no further increases in the present

normal variant. Such advances in know-
ledge would also Improve estimate* made
by the doubling—dose approach.

Mutatlonal Component

The question of the size of the
mutational component of different cate-
gories of genetic disorders is of great
consequence to estimates nade by the
doubling-dose approach, but it _has no
influence on estimates rade by the direct
method. As mentioned earlier, the UXSCEAR
and BEIR Committees treated autosoraal
dominant disorders as having a mutational
component of 100%, but they differed,
considerably in their treatments of the
mutational component of irregularly
inherited disorders. Kewcombe (5, 11) has
emphasized how an overejstination of the
mutational component for irregularly
inherited disorders can lead to gross
overestimation of risk. Indeed, he (11)
has now suggested that the mutational
component may be much less than 100% even
for autosonial dominant disorders.

The main reason for this question
about the mutational cosiponent centers on
the fact chat out of the many hundreds of
genetic disorders a small number are r.-jch

Paul B. Selby "
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cannon than the rest (10, 11). If
those nor;? conann disorders are raaintaimid
at th Lr current incidence solely by
i.iuL.>.lioa pressure, then I heir r.utotî u.it
corp >:i«»nt would bi- 1007. Tf, however,
they are naintained by hidden fnv.or.ible
selective forces acting upo.i nany of the
carriers, thon a change in the mutation
fret/ut-ncy would have little effect upon
tht-ir incidences. Since the dominant
and irregularly inherited conditions,
combined, caus»* serious handicaps in at
least 10? of l i w b o m hununs, this ques-
tion of the size of the mutationai
component has ver>* far-reach ins implica-
tions upon applications of the doubling-
dose* approach. One view regarding the
mutational-component question is that
the few relatively more common genetic
disorders cannot be maintained by mutation
pressure because the gene frequencies
necessary to maintain such high incidences
would require implausibly high spontaneous
nutation frequencies. This argument
would be invalid if one or more of the
following conditions were common: (1)
the more common disorders can result from
nutations at any of a large number of
genetic loci, (2) sone of the disorders
of higher incidence are caused by muta-
tions with high penetrance but with very
little selection against them, or| (3)
the more coonon disorders result From
mutations at loci that have unusulilly

high spontaneous mutation rates,
finding in our earlier experiment
on dominant skeletal mutations suggests

One
(3)

(for oxa»j>l«>, orv-rrin:; in -nore th.in I
in ],0H0 births) rr, ho entirely di:'r\-ro:f
at the nolovr.lar ?< vel and tintth^ir
coi-*n;n>;i ro.>ult> he* <iuse tiu* dt-u -rs A.

ion reveal w«»-"ik points in tht* *u.-..̂n
p-r; zxi.il process thJt can be

inftu^.uVd b\ m.iny nutations. Tti eirh^r
case, the finding of n m y examples of -, =
identical a?j \Tnlifs (sometiros within
very different syndromes) reoccurrin*: in
our sr-al 1 sample scens to ,refute the
arguefnt for a low =csutational component
given ahovy. In addition, it should bo
noted that sone of the more common
disorders in hursans are subject to little,
if any, selection (11), While this pro-
vides an additional argument against the
view that the mutationai cooponent cust
be very small, .,should future, human studies
show that there is selection iti favor of
carriers of some of the mutations causing
these conditions, as Newcombe (11) has
suggested, there would then be much nore
reason than at present to believe that the
mutationai component of irregularly
inherited and dominant disorders is saall.
Indeed, Owen though balancing selection
is known*to operate for some recessive
conditions, such as sickle cell anemia
(5), it has not yet been proved to be
operating for even one of the many hun-
dreds of different irregularly inherited
disorders (2).

Accumulation Experiments

Tt" t-ttat-



little (election against them, or (3)
the wtrt COMOII disorders result from
•utation* at loci that have unusually
hi£h spontaneous Mutation rates. One
finding; in our earlier experiment (3)
on dominant skeletal mutations suggpsts
strongly that either the first or third
of these conditions may;be common, and
orifor data relevant to this point are
being collected. Our finding was that
some specific skeletal malformations
arc caused by mutations occurring at an
unexpectedly high frequency. As one
illustration, 3 of 2646 first-generation
offspring in our experiment had an
additional vertebra and unilateral or
bilateral extra ribs at the posterior end
of the rib cage, and in all three cases
this anoraaly was found to be caused by a
mutation. In view of the extremely low
induced dominant mutation frequency at
kno:/n genetic loci (12), it seems highly
unlikely that any of the three independent
mutations causing this effect were in the
same gene. If they were, then clearly
sorui loci are extraordinarily mutable.
Hovover, if future work shows that almost
all of the mutations causing frequently
reoc.curring malformations are at different
loci, it will appear that many individual
hun:an disorders of frequent occurrence

dreds of different irregularly inherited
disorders (2).

Accumulation Experiments

It seems likely that there will
always be considerable uncertainty about
the exact magnitude of the mutational
component artd about certain other assump-
tions used in the doubling-dose approach.
It is thus useful to consider other ways
ofoestimating genetic risk beyond the
first generation, dne obvious way of
doing so would be to extend the direct
method to later generations.

There are many possible approaches
for doing thi«;, a few of which will be
considered here. Perhaps the most useful
one would be to give large exposures to
male mice on each o€ many successive
generations and then .breed them at a late
enough time following exposure to be sure
that mutations induced in spermatogonia
were being studied. At various genera-
tions following treatment, the amount of
mutational damage to the skeleton could be
determined hy detailed examinations and
breeding tests. A plot of the incidence
of serious mutation-caused disorders
versus the number of generations

Paul B. Selby
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ot exposure would eventually plateau as
genetic equilibrium '..us being approached.
Undoubtedly, there would be more uncer-
tainty in extrapolating irom budi <in ~>^
"estimate of damage to humans than in \
extrapolating from a first-generation
estimate. Such details as the shape of
the curve, the* generations needed to
approach equilibrium, and the nature of
the nutations that accounted for most 0
accumulated damage would, however, give
considerable guidance as to the reason-
ableness of estimates ready by the
doubling-dose approach. Knowledge about
the genetic nature of many of these
nutations, including infomation on pene-
trance of serious effects, degree of
selection, and so on, might be combined
with knowledge about human disorders as
input into computer simulations that
could permit a much more sophisticated
view of what happens to the incidence
ef genetic disorders when there is a
sustained elevation in the nutation
frequency. The experiment described
above would be premature before there is
a much firmer foundation of knowledge
about effects in the first generation.
Such a long term and tine-consuming
experiment could perhaps be preceded by
a pilot experiment designed to look at:
the accumulation of a few specific
malformations rather than at total
detectable damage to tho skeleton.

inherited disorders. The suspicion th.it
considerable Jautatxdnal dâ rag*' was occur-
ring following lar^c- exposures was r..\de
clear by our recent skeletal experiment.
Various other facets of earlier EU]ti-
genoration experiments may have made it
impossible foiLvthtri to show wucli accumu-
lation.. For example,,an often cited
experiment was that of Spaldin^ and,his
co-vorkers (16, 17) wiho exposed male nice
to 200 rem in each of 45 successive
generations, after wJu|ch th^y uould find
no significant differences between
irradiated and control lines in growth
rate or in mortality (I?). Their mouse
lines were maintained by brother-sister
mat ings, which select strongly against
recessive lethal mutations, isince it
is now known that many of the dominant
deleterious mutations are recessive
lethals (18)» it is apparent that the
breeding scheme used in Spalding's
experiment would have prevented much
accumulation of harmful mutations* and
thus the lack of finding a buildup of
deleterious effects loses much of its
meaning.

There is every reason to expect an
accumulation of dominant skeletal muta-
tions in anticipated multigeneration
irradiation experiments because at least
31 of the 37 mutants found ia our earlier
experiment were fertile, and most of the
mutations can be maintained easllv In the
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about effects in the first generation.
Such a long term and time-consuming
experiment could perhaps be preceded by
a pilot experiment designed to look at
the accumulation of a few specific
malformations rather than at total
detectable damage eo the skeleton.

With one exception that 1 know
about (13), attempts to find accumulation
of harmful effects in the many multigen-
eration irradiation experiments attempted
in the past have failed (5, 14). This
failure has been used to suggest that the
mutational component of irregularly
inherited conditions could be very small
(5), and some may view this as making
futile any further attempts to measure
an accumulation. If, however, mice are
like Drosophila in that most mutations
have small selection coefficients (15),
then the effects exerted by the few
mutations per mouse that would have
accumulated in previous multigeneration
experiments may have been too slight to
be detected in the presence of large
amounts of nongenetic variability found
in mouse strains for the types of .
characters that were measured (2). The
end points used in earlier multigen-
eration experiments were largely what
would be considered components of fitness,
for example viability, fertility, and

growth (14), instead of traits clearly
relevant Co queetions about Irregularly

There is every reason to expect an
accumulation of dominant skeletal nuta-
tions in anticipated multigeneration
irradiation experiments because at least
31 of the 37 mutants found in our earlier

^experiment were fertile, and most of the
mutations can be maintained easily in the
laboratory. Some of these mutations have
complete or nearly complete penetrance
for serious effects, thus being analogous
to what are termed autosomal dominants
in humans, arid others are analogous to
some of the irregularly inherited disorders
because they are dominants witii incomplete
and sometimes very low, penetrance for
severe effects. Since malformations caused
by dominant skeletal mutations can be
readily picked out from normal variation,
there is no danger that normal variation
will obscure the damage. In the unlikely
event that accumulation experiments with
dominant skeletal mutations show little
accumulation, there would then be strong
reason to conclude that there is either
a low mutational component for most
genetic disorders or else that there is
some other error in the doubling-dose
approach that is causing a large over-
estimation of genetic risk.

Some Other Suggested Improvements

The approach of looking for- dominant:
skeletal mutations could be used to look
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for strain and species differences in
induced damage/in an attempt to evaluate
the reliability of extrapolations to 0

humans. The niore strains of mice or,
different species having .similar
incidences of radiation-induced mutational
damage to the skeleton: the greater the
confidence in extrapolating from sucti
species to humans. Dominant damage too
other body systems in mice or other
species can be explored and might contri-
bute to a broader assessment of induced
damage; however, it is difficult to
imagine any other entire body"system
ever being as amenable to detailed
study as the skeleton. It should
be obvious from the above that, in
spite of our great body of present know-
ledge about effects of radiation in
causing genetic changes, there is reason
to expect much improvement in under-
standing of how changes in mutation
frequencies influence incidences of
genetic disorders.

Final Comment

It is apparent from this paper that
one of the major questions in risk es-
timation, and one requiring future work,
is the one which Newcombe has emphasized,
namely the size of the mutational compo-
nent of genetic disorders. My own recent
research, mentioned in part here, has!,
I believe, presented a partial answer
this complex question.

to
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